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THRWON CONTEMPORARY CERAMICS AWARD

TH OWN
CONT O Y
C
IC W D
Seeking out the next new name in
contemporary ceramics, with the winning
design aiming towards an online solo
exhibition in Spring 2022.

PRESENTED BY
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CICELY PEERS

THE ST DAVIDS COLLECTION

THROWN CONTEMPORARY CERAMICS AWARD

The St Davids Collection: Cicely Peers has long had an interest in architectural
materials and detailing. The patterning and clarity of the designs of the
medieval encaustic floor tiles in St Davids Cathedral, Wales served as the
inspiration for this collection. Cicely’s goal was to embrace the creative spirit
of these tiles and, through the use of 21st centure processes, create threedimensional pattern pieces displaying comparable clarity in design.

JUDGES COMMENT
Cicely Peer’s work is a stand-out example
of how innovative machine processes can
be used to re-interpret and re-invent - in
the case of her work literally adding another
dimension to what’s around us. These pieces
have a presence which contains within it not
only Cicely’s inspiring eye for detail but also

her homage to the craftsman who have in
turn inspired her. We are excited to see more
of where such a mastery and refinement of
these processes could take her - and in her
exploration of place using these techniques,
where she will take us too.

Manchester Metropolitan University
3D Design

4

THE CLOTHWORKERS’ COMPANY PRINTED TEXTILE DESIGN AWARD

T

CLOT ORK RS'
COMPA Y
PRI T D T XTIL

The Clothworkers’ Company were looking
for a brave, trend setting, innovative
designer with a good sense of colour
with a specific end use in mind, but
be prepared to ‘cross over’ into other
merchandise arenas.

D SI

A ARD
PRESENTED BY
5

YING I VICKY I HUANG

WANDERING DOWN THE GARDEN
PATH - JOY OF PRINT

THE CLOTHWORKERS’ COMPANY PRINTED TEXTILE DESIGN AWARD

Wandering Down the Garden Path - Joy of Print celebrates Vicky Huang’s
experience of walking in nature and being inspired by British botanical gardens
and wild paths. It aims to appreciate the beauty of native flora and the subtle
and slower movements of everyday life.

JUDGES COMMENT
We were really impressed by Vicky’s
development of traditional processes, and
the way she kept us excited while talking us
through every stage of her project, right the
way out the other side and into what she

wants to achieve in the future. She made
us feel involved in her work, not just as
spectators, and we know that her talent and
enthusiasm is going to push her to do some
inspirational things in the textile industry.

Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design
Textile Design

6

THE ROMO AWARD FOR INNOVATION IN DESIGN AND COLOUR

THE M AWA
F INN VATI N
IN ESIGN AN
L
Create an exciting and innovative series
of textile, wallcovering or surface pattern
designs based around the theme
‘Reflection’.

PRESENTED BY
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LOIS DAVIES
HIRAETH

THE ROMO AWARD FOR INNOVATION IN DESIGN AND COLOUR

Lois Davies’ work focuses on the feeling of Hiraeth, a Welsh word that has
no equivalent translation in English, but is a feeling of deep homesickness,
a longing, a nostalgia for a place or time that might not still be. Being
isolated and stuck in our homes, we have all had time to reflect and feel
hiraeth for a place or that feeling of normality. Therefore, Lois decided to
create a collection of textile designs that reflect where she feels hiraeth
for and others also, which is Cei Newydd, a small seaside town in Wales.

JUDGES COMMENT
We were really impressed by Vicky’s
development of traditional processes, and
the way she kept us excited while talking us
through every stage of her project, right the
way out the other side and into what she

wants to achieve in the future. She made
us feel involved in her work, not just as
spectators, and we know that her talent and
enthusiasm is going to push her to do some
inspirational things in the textile industry.

University of Wales Trinity St David
Surface Pattern Design

8

THE LIBERTY FABRICS STUDIO AWARD

TH

B TY

TUDIO W RD
Present the most interesting story through
their work, from the very first concept
through the journey that surprises, charms
and challenges.

IC
PRESENTED BY
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DANIEL EMBLETON
THE AGE OF DISCOVERY

Daniel Embleton’s bold collection takes the best elements of Victorian
expeditions to tropical environments and puts it into interior patterns.
He has selected colours from the rich tones of the Victorian era with some
modern colour schemes making the collection current and commercial.
A key focus of this project is to demonstrate the biodiversity of tropical
environments and make people aware of their beauty but also highlight
their risk of extinction due to climate change and over exploitation.

- Final Design Half Drop (52cm by 100cm)

- Development (Colour Scheme)

THE LIBERTY FABRICS STUDIO AWARD

- Development (Repeat Structure)

JUDGES COMMENT
Daniel’s exploration of the Victorian
tropical environment showed incredible
experimentation of drawing styles, from
cyanotype and etching to digital rendering.

(52cm by 60cm)

The Liberty Fabrics studio loved his attention
to detail and passion for the natural form,
honouring tradition with a contemporary flair.

(52cm by 50cm)

(52cm by 100cm)

(52cm by 70cm)

The Northern School of Art
Textiles and Surface Design
10

SILENTNIGHT SLEEP DESIGN AWARD

SIL T
T
SL P D SI
A ARD
A new design concept for the traditional
divan bed & headboard that can revitalise
the product and resonate with a more style
conscious consumer.

PRESENTED BY
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KEELY RUSSELL

FRACTAL RECHARGE
Keely Russell has designed a textured fractal print in a natural wool fabric with
a laser etched surface, then dyed to reveal two-tone colour shades. The hues
of teal she has used relate back to biophilic principles and the natural world:
green and blue can be seen to be the most settling colours as humans have
evolved looking at them and recognising them within nature, offering support
Silentnight
to the consumer for a better nights’ sleep.

Silentnight

SILENTNIGHT SLEEP DESIGN AWARD

Silentnight

JUDGES COMMENT
Keely showed some really nice thinking here
around utilising the principles of biophilic
design to help consumers switch off into
a deep sleep. This also extends to her
knowledge of colour theory, opting for blue
as a suitable calming choice within a sleep
environment. I can imagine the final design
in a commercial setting. Strong title for the
project: Fractal Recharge. Also liked how

she brought a quote from Patternity into her
nature development page. But particularly
enjoyed seeing the process/ behind the
scenes of her fragmented lino cutting design.
We would like to work with Keely to explore
her designs and produce a product that we
can bring into commercial production for
launch later in the year.

Silentnight

Birmingham City University
Textile Design
12

COLOUR IN DESIGN AWARD: TEXTILES & FASHION, JEWELLERY & PRECIOUS METALWORK, CERAMICS & GLASS, CONTEMPORARY DESIGN CRAFTS

COLOU IN D SIGN
AWA D:
W K 2 DISCIPLIN S
Present work of an outstanding and
original nature where colour features
as a fundamental element of the design
which contributes significantly to its
success and has a positive effect on
the user and the environment.

PRESENTED BY
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COLOUR IN DESIGN AWARD: TEXTILES & FASHION, JEWELLERY & PRECIOUS METALWORK, CERAMICS & GLASS, CONTEMPORARY DESIGN CRAFTS

AL BATES

CURIOUS WHILE CALM
Curious While Calm was created using influence from the outside world. In her
research Al Bates found that the majority of people find that interaction with
nature helps significantly to reduce their anxiety, especially during the pandemic
where the outside world was our only escape from the confinement of home.
Leading her to design a high-end interiors collection for those who care for
quality and sustainably sourced materials.

JUDGES COMMENT
Using colour and texture to heal ourselves
and our space Al Bate’s ‘Curious but Calm’
submission blew all the judges away with
the highest levels of skill, thoughtfulness,
heart and soul.

Edinburgh College of Art
Textiles

14

THE HABITAT FUTURE DESIGN AWARD: TEXTILES & SURFACE PATTERN DESIGN

THE HA ITAT
:
F TU
IGN AWA
TEXTILE AN
FA E
PATTE N DE IGN
Habitat believes in beautiful design that is
functional, good quality and sustainable.
The brief invited designs that could sit
alongside their curated collection of
product and furniture.

PRESENTED BY
15

ANDREA GONZALES
BALIKBAYAN

THE HABITAT FUTURE DESIGN AWARD: TEXTILES & SURFACE PATTERN DESIGN

This collection of woven jacquard and printed fabrics for interiors capture
the essence of Andrea Gonzales’ Filipino culture, with a particular focus on
the textile traditions. Certain provinces in the Phillippines are known for their
wooden cut carving which is reflected through the use of lino printing. The
distinctive patterns have been translated into woven jacquard designs to
create a coordinating series of fabrics that celebrate the craftsmanship of
weaving that is deeply rooted in the Filipino culture.

JUDGES COMMENT
Andrea’s work showed excellent
craftsmanship using weaves and complex
textures with a strong unified colour palette.
Her presentation evoked the story, not
only drawing on her heritage, but also
using primary research into handcrafted

techniques from the Philippines, all of which
the judges found to be a lovely personal
touch. The project was also supported by
a beautiful weave sample and sketchbook
experimentation. Well Done Andrea!

Birmingham City University
Textile Design
16

THE JOHN LEWIS & PARTNERS AWARD FOR DESIGN AND INNOVATION: WEEK 1 DISCIPLINES

H JOHN WI
ND
N
W D O D I N
:
N
O
I
V
O
N
ND N
W K DI CI IN

Design a standout collection with a
beautiful use of colour and a distinct,
original handwriting which would work
well in a home environment.

PRESENTED BY
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Digitally printed ‘Angelica’ and ‘The Border’ cotton velvet cushions

ANNA BURKE

Screenprinted ‘Christo’s Garden’ cotton linen

A Garden of One’s Own - Printed Textiles Collection

This project explores the importance of outdoor space and how the garden
surrounding Anna Burke’s home, as well as National Trust gardens that we have
been granted access to over the past year, have provided her with inspiration
and solace. She aims to celebrate the garden and the outdoors, creating bold
and colourful interior print designs with an abstract nature, inspired by the
work of the Bloomsbury Group at Charleston House and the charming and
unique interiors they have created there.

A Garden of One’s Own - Printed Textiles Collection

An na Bur ke, Lou g hbo

SSccrreeeennpprri innt teedd ‘ ‘GGi il l lyy’ ’ ccoot t toonn l li inneenn i inn t twwoo ccool loouurrwwaayyss

Screenprinted ‘Jane’s Stripe’ cotton linen in two colourways

A Garden of One’s Own - Printed Textiles Collection

A Garden
Garden of
of One’s
One’s Own
Own - Printed
Printed Textiles
Textiles Collection
Collection
A

Anna Burke, Loughborough Universit y

Anna
AnnaBurke,
Burke,Loughborough
LoughboroughUniversity
University

Anna B urke, L oughborough Universit y

‘The Border’ cotton velvet

A Garden of One’s Own - Printed Textiles Collection

home interiors and overall it is a very well
executed project. Our panel really enjoyed
reviewing all of the entries and the standard
was very impressive. Well done to all of this
year’s graduates!

A Garden of One’s Own - Printed Textiles Collection

JUDGES COMMENT
We chose Anna’s collection for its joyful,
uplifting mood and her beautiful use of
colour. We loved the expressive handwriting
and the variety of different patterns and
techniques. The collection is well suited to

Screenprinted ‘Flower Footprints’ linen gauze

Digitally printed ‘Bloomsbury Check’ oatmeal linen

Anna Burke, Loug hboroug h Univ ersity

A Garden of One’s Own - Printed Textiles Collection

Screenprinted ‘Euphorbia’ heavy linen

A Garden of One’s Own - Printed Textiles Collection

THE JOHN LEWIS & PARTNERS AWARD FOR DESIGN AND INNOVATION: WEEK 1 DISCIPLINES

A GARDEN OF ONE’S OWN

Anna Burke, Loughborough University

Hiagni tda lt luyf tpe rdi n‘ A
l i u‘ m
D
t el d
B l’ocoomt tsobnu rryu gC h e c k ’ o a t m e a l l i n e n

Anna B urke, L oughborough Universit y

‘The Border’ cotton velvet

Loughborough University
Textiles Design & Innovation
Anna Burke, Loug hboroug h Univ ersity
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HALLMARK AWARD: WEEK 1 DISCIPLINES

HALLMARK AWARD:
WEEK 1
DISCIPLINES
Shift perceptions of the category
‘Greetings’, explore new thoughts and
concepts for a future vision for Hallmark,
be creative, find innovative and clever ways
for the art of giving, pushing our products
by reinventing the folded paper message.

PRESENTED BY
19

JIAXUAN ZHONG
Final outcome

LOST IN THE FOAMS

I create a box
I dwell in the box
I create foams
I lost in the foams
The foams dissipate over time
Then I create the new foams

Jiaxuan Zhong’s project considers social change and adjusting attitudes. As a
contemporary art jewelller, Jiaxuan tries to use wearable pieces to discuss how
isolating during the pandemic led to inspiration
and changing attitudes to view
Lose In the Foam
the world in a more positive way.
Photopolymer, Resin,
Magnet, Wood, Foam
190x400x30mm，
2021

Final outcome

Final outcome

HALLMARK AWARD: WEEK 1 DISCIPLINES

Final outcome

Lose In the Foam
Photopolymer, Resin,
Magnet, Wood, Foam
190x400x30mm
2021

JUDGES COMMENT
We loved the physicality of Jiaxuan’s work
and the metaphorical use of materials.
We consider connection, relationships and

7

time as significant to our category.
Jiaxuan’s innovative exploration made
her our worthy winner.

Sheffield Hallam University
Jewellery, Material and Design
20

WILKO RETAIL DESIGN AWARD - SURFACE PATTERN AND TEXTILES

WILKO TAIL
D SIGN AWA D
SU FAC PATT N
AND T XTIL S

Design a collection of textiles, surface
patterns for products or prints that
capture a current trend and has been
translated into a design with universal
appeal. The collection should demonstrate
a confident use of colour with a fresh
handwriting style.

PRESENTED BY
21

OLIVIA RILEY

FINAL
FINAL
FINALDESIGNS
DESIGNS
DESIGNS

FINAL
FINAL
FINAL
DESIGNS
DESIGNS
DESIGNS

EARTHS SURFACE
The purpose of this stationary collection is to help make an impact
of sustainability, maily focusing on reducing plastic and paper waste.
Olivia Riley’s idea is to use ocean plastic recycled materials and
recycled paper to produce the range. To create her designs,
she has taken inspiration from natural forms and shapes of rocks,
mountains and the Earth’s layers.
DEVELOPING FINAL COLLECTION
£1.50 for set

ALL CHOSEN PRICES
ARE BASED OFF WILKOS
CURRENT PRICES BUT A
LITTLE HIGHER DUE TO
RECYCLABLE MATERIALS.

1 notebook
Quoted
placement print

x3 Pen set
3 colorway’s
Repeat pattern
and block
colour

WILKO RETAIL DESIGN AWARD - SURFACE PATTERN AND TEXTILES

DRAWN FLATS AND
PLAN

£3.00 each

£1.50

£3.50
Sticky notes- 1
placement print

File- sold
separately
2 colorway's

£3.50

Organizing folder
X2 colorway's- 1
print inside and 1
out

£3.00

£9.00
x2 Pencil cases to match
pens

Laptop case- Something
popular now as people
are working from home.

FINAL COLLECTION FOR EARTHS SURFACE

JUDGES COMMENT
Olivia Riley’s project showed an excellent
methodology and thinking, from initial
concepts of environmental impacts to market
insights and customer research to the final

ideas. Olivia’s use of colour showed real
confidence; her designs are well thought out,
and we loved her costing and manufacturing
processes considerations. Well done!

Leeds Arts University
Textiles Design

22

SANDERSON DESIGN GROUP AWARD

AN E N E IGN
A
W
A
P
G
Explorative, hand painted artworks
built into a surface pattern design for
interiors resulting in at least one standout
‘signature’ design alongside two coordinating pieces.

PRESENTED BY
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CAITLIN STRACEY

PPaatttteerrnnss

&
&

VViissuuaalliissaattiioonnss

EXPLORING BABYLON

SANDERSON DESIGN GROUP AWARD

Caitlin Stracey’s project focuses on biophilic design, bringing the outside in to
create natural sanctuaries inside the home. Her designs display richness and
depth in colour with bright pops grounded with earthier, darker tones and she
has added detail and handmade touches in motifs. Leading her to produce
designs for luxurious and bespoke spaces for consumers.

JUDGES COMMENT
The Sanderson design group is pleased
to award Caitlin with a 12-month internship
within the Morris and co studio. Caitlin was
chosen due to her inspirational portfolio. We
were impressed with her ability to develop
original artwork in new mediums

and techniques, alongside the use of
inspiring colour combinations and strong
CAD skills. We were delighted to see her
passion for her craft and we are looking
forward to welcoming her within the design
studio.

Leeds Arts University
Textile Design
24

ROBYN GAULD

THE END OF THE SILK ROAD

SANDERSON DESIGN GROUP AWARD

The End of the Silk Road is an interior print collection of digitally printed
fabrics and hard surfaces inspired by East Asia. It aims to convey feelings
of balance and serenity. Robyn Gauld was inspired by Stefan Ormenison,
the founder of ‘Mind the Gap’ who creates instantly recognisable and iconic
art, architecture and culturally inspired designs of East Asia.

JUDGES COMMENT
We selected Robyn for the Sanderson and
Zoffany internship due to her stunning
portfolio of work, showing a really
sophisticated aesthetic and beautiful use of
colour. We were impressed at her all around

abilities in the use of CAD software,
her professionalism and confidence.
We look forward to welcoming her
within the design studio.

Heriot-Watt University
Design for Printed Textiles
25

THE GOLDSMITHS’ COMPANY AWARD

TH O D TH
CO NY
W D
Design a piece or suite of jewellery for
a formal evening event that celebrates
a person or group of people who have
been inspirational during the pandemic.

PRESENTED BY
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BRIGITA BIVAINYTE

METAMORPHOSIS OF GRAIN

THE GOLDSMITHS’ COMPANY AWARD

Upon considering ‘What makes me myself?’ Brigita Bivainyte connected with
her Lithuanian roots, traditions, culture, heritage and her family. Through this,
she was inspired to create a jewelley piece which celebrates her culture and
country with all the people who make the culture alive, including her ancestors
who contributed to the extraordinary traditions which make Lithuania different.

JUDGES COMMENT
Brigita Bivainyte from The Glasgow School
of Art for “Metamorphosis of Grain”:
A beautiful presentation with technical
drawings and models that effectively

conveyed the development processes
involved in creating this bold, dynamic
statement piece.

The Glasgow School of Art
Silversmithing and Jewellery Design
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THE GOLDSMITHS’ COMPANY AWARD

TH
Design a piece or suite of jewellery for
a formal evening event that celebrates
a person or group of people who have
been inspirational during the pandemic.

O D TH
CO NY
W D
PRESENTED BY
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FINLAY GRANT
SPLASH

THE GOLDSMITHS’ COMPANY AWARD

As a competitive swimmer for nine years, Finlay Grant considered the colours,
shapes and patterns seen in swimming pools. Exploring photographs of tiles
lines distorted by water sparked inspiration, and Finlay wanted his work to
convey as sense of depth and transparence.

JUDGES COMMENT
Finlay Grant from Duncan of Jordanstone
College of Art and Design for “Splash”:
Strong visual communication and a wonderful
interpretation of concept went into creating

this colourful, unique work. The judges are
particularly keen to see how additional
precious metals feature in future.

Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design, University of Dundee
Jewellery & Metal Design

29

THE SCREENING AWARD

AARDMA ACAD MY
T SCR I A ARD
In association with the Aardman Academy,
the Screening Award was an exciting
opportunity to graduates from across
the UK to showcase a selection of work
embracing film, TV, video, moving image,
gaming, digital media and animation.

PRESENTED BY
30

SABINE BUHAIN

LIKE IT WAS YESTERDAY

THE SCREENING AWARD

Accompanied by her friends Sam and Noah, a now jaded adult Claire sits at a
bar and recounts a fond day in their childhood: the day they skipped school
to play video games. Like It Was Yesterday follows their rollercoaster of a
journey as elementary school kids, complete with light-hearted banter, bursts
of colour, and a surrealist waltz through memory that never paints a perfect
picture.

JUDGES COMMENT
We selected Sabine because she took us on
such a wonderful design and colour journey.
The use of photo imagery and traditional 2D

animation created a world we immediately
loved.

Anglia Ruskin University
Animation
31

MOLLIE MAKES AWARD

MOLLI MAK S
AWA D
Create an artwork demonstrating the
positive impact craft has on mental health.

PRESENTED BY
32

LUCY TURNER

CREATIVE ABSTRACTION

MOLLIE MAKES AWARD

Creative abstraction investigates how childlike play through art can be beneficial
for adults’ well-being. This project focuses on children’s craft supplies imagery
with simple sketches and cut and paste shapes and random doodles that create
a ‘fun print story’. As Lucy Turner’s designs developed so did her colour palette,
and she knew that this project would include a large colour palette due to the
chaotic nature of the designs, but she wanted to ensure that she had a cohesive
colour palette throughout the collection.

JUDGES COMMENT
Lucy Turner’s work impressed the Mollie
Makes’ judges with her playful use of colour
and abstract shapes to reflect how childlike

play through art has a positive impact
on mental health.

Leeds Arts University
Textile Design
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THE AFFINITY DIGITAL DESIGN AWARD

THE AFFINITY
IGITAL E IGN
AWA
A portfolio of work to make a viewer stop
and think.

PRESENTED BY
34

ASHLEIGH BLADES
THE TIME WE SPENT

THE AFFINITY DIGITAL DESIGN AWARD

The Time We Spent is a collection of positive stories and good experiences
from the last year, collected via online submission and word of mouth. The
portfolio, and in extension- the publication, urges people to take time to be
present and think about the good things that have happened to them and
their charishes memories in times of extreme adversity.

JUDGES COMMENT
Beautifully illustrated with a sincere depth
of warmth, The Time We Spent is a fantastic
demonstration of the power of creativity
and our ability to find beauty and inspiration

even in the darkest times and turn what may
feel like a hopeless situation into something
positive and moving.

Manchester Metropolitan University
Illustration with Animation
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THE JOSEPH STANNAH AWARD

H
O
J
TH
T NN H W D
A portfolio of innovative and inclusive
design that promotes independent living
with emphasis on demonstrating through
prototypes and visualisation to show it
solves the users real life problems.

PRESENTED BY
36

OLIVIA LATHAM
MENO II

Menopausal women suffer from a range of symptoms
throughout perimenopause and menopause. This can
affect women in a variety of ways, and can hinder their
working career. This has become more of a prevalent
issue as women are now working to the age which they
are going through menopause.
This device gives physical thermal relief to manage hot
flush symptoms

01.
with
split

DOCKING STATION

01

Three Part Concept.

02
03

Menopausal women suffer from a range of symptoms throughout
perimenopause and menopause. This can affect women in a variety of
ways, and can hinder their working career. This has become more of a
prevalent issue as women are now working to the age which they are
going through menopause. This device gives physical thermal relief to
manage hot flush symptoms.
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02.
used
coo

COOLING DEVICE

Thermoelectric Alloys Peltier effect explained
01. Heat absorbed - cold side
against the wrist
02. Ceramic electrical
insulator plate
03. Electrical insulator
04. Heat rejected - hot side
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JUDGES COMMENT
Olivia showed a strong research and insights
driven process and a detailed understanding
of the problem. Her approach focused on

Final Details.

THE JOSEPH STANNAH AWARD

PACKAGING

the important things such acceptance and
perception, resulting in a well-considered
INSTRUCTIONS
product.

Final
Final
Details.
Details.

PACKAGING

INSTRUCTIONS

PHOTOGRAPHY

FINAL GARMENT

INSTRUCTIONS

PHOTOGRAPHY

FINAL GARMENT

PHOTOGRAPHY

FINAL GARMENT

Northumbria University
Design For Industry
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LAKELAND HOME DESIGN AWARD

LAK LA D OM
D SI A ARD
Create a product which solves a problem
experienced in the home.

PRESENTED BY
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To show the various components, their material, and how they could be manufactured, I put together
these exploded views.

NICK FITZPATRICK

Lid
Silicone coated plastic
Injection moulded

Heating area
Ferrous metal
Spun

INCLUSIVITEA

Induction coil
Iron or copper
Standard part

Various electronic components
Purchased components

Main body
Silicone coated plastic
Injection moulded

Final prototypes
The final kettle and stand prototypes have the same modern, minimal aesthetic with a strong focus
Transparent
cutout
on functionality,
inclusivity,
and innovation.

Handles
Pinewood
Carved on Laithe

Over the last year, Nick Fitzpatrick realised how difficult kettles can be
to use for a wide variety of people, especially elderly people, people
with visual impairments and people with reduced strength or dexterity.
Highlighting two core functionality problems to fix - the filling and pouring
of kettles, Nick created an exciting, innovating and inclusive kettle that
would not only remove obstacles for people without drawing attention
to their disability, but to create something that provided a better user
experience for everyone.

Upper stand assembly
Silicone coated plastic
Injection moulded

Plastic

With theInjection
design ofmoulded
the kettle, I wanted to lean into how different it is from other kettles, and I used a
top-heavy form to showcase the difference from traditional kettles and subconsciously push the user
into storing
it on
the stand.
The two handles make it easy to carry, and centre the user around the
Body
joining
piece
kettle. I focused on details that could improve the user experience for people of all abilities, but I did it
Silicone coated plastic
in a way that won’t bring any stigma into the users home.

Injection moulded

Springs
Steel
Standard part

Plug and braided cable

The design of the stand was bold and supposed to stand out,Purchased
confidentlycomponents
owning its difference to
other kettles.
With
products
for
disabled
people
often
being
stigmatising
and hidden away, I wanted
Rubber ring
to craft something
Rubber bold and unique to prominently display in the kitchen without any embarrassment.
The stand has been designed to make the user confident in its sturdiness and safety, with little
Standard part
touches like rounded edges making it friendlier to look at and encouraging people to feel their way
around. I also considered the nature of a kitchen and how messy they can be, so the stand connects
to the wooden base with rounded edges, so it is easy to clean.

Slider
Plastic
Injection moulded

Mechanism housing
Silicone coated plastic
Injection moulded

Dial
Silicone coated plastic
Injection moulded

Buttons
Silicone coated plastic
Injection moulded

Base
Pinewood
CNC cut

Testing
Final prototypes

Testing was vital as this project was so driven by usability problems with existing products. Simply
assuming that my ideas would work as planned would be presumptuous and unhelpful to the
development of the project. Detailed testing with people of various abilities allowed me to discover
The final kettle and stand prototypes have the same modern, minimal aesthetic with a strong focus problems with my design and highlighted features that different people wanted to see in the
on functionality, inclusivity, and innovation.
designs.
With the design of the kettle, I wanted to lean into how different it is from other kettles, and I used aI also used empathy tools at times where I couldn’t visit others, allowing me to experience tasks
top-heavy form to showcase the difference from traditional kettles and subconsciously push the user
through other peoples perspectives. I used items like blindfolds, thick gloves, and movement
into storing it on the stand. The two handles make it easy to carry, and centre the user around the
restricting clothing to replicate impairments like reduced strength, reduced dexterity, and visual
kettle. I focused on details that could improve the user experience for people of all abilities, but I did it
impairments. These were hugely useful in ensuring the design was inclusive and useable to people
in a way that won’t bring any stigma into the users home.
of all abilities, making sure none of the interaction points require too much strength, precision, or
dexterity.
The design of the stand was bold and supposed to stand out, confidently owning its difference to
other kettles. With products for disabled people often being stigmatising and hidden away, I wanted
to craft something bold and unique to prominently display in the kitchen without any embarrassment.
The stand has been designed to make the user confident in its sturdiness and safety, with little
touches like rounded edges making it friendlier to look at and encouraging people to feel their way
around. I also considered the nature of a kitchen and how messy they can be, so the stand connects
to the wooden base with rounded edges, so it is easy to clean.

Conclusion
Feedback to the project was extremely positive, and people of all abilities were
fascinated by the reinvention of how kettles can be used. Little details like the filling
mechanism added excitement to a normally mundane task, and the friendly design
made the products feel like part of the process, rather than soulless appliances. I was
particularly proud to see how easily my grandma could lift and operate the kettle and
stand, and it was a night and day difference watching her use my prototype versus her
normal kettle.

LAKELAND HOME DESIGN AWARD

The prototypes are not fully functional yet, and there is a lot more development to do,
but so far this project has successfully showcased how innovative solutions, inclusive
design, and thinking differently can result in products that benefit everyone.
I feel I have created products that have successfully innovated and questioned what
a kettle needs to be in order to solve a serious functional problem. By making the
products more inclusive, far more people can use these products without adaptation,
widening the target market and offering a great commercial opportunity. The product
has been well received and it solved the customer-driven focus in an exciting and
intuitive way.

JUDGES COMMENT
The Lakeland Design award goes to Nick
Fitzpatrick for Inclusivitea. We chose this
design as we thought he tackled some
very real issues with consumer product

Final tests between my grandma and I

in the home, focusing on problems an
older population may have with appliances
focusing at dexterity and weight.

Duncan of Jordanstone Collage of Art & Design
Product Design
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KENWOOD APPLIANCES AWARD

K NWOOD APPLIANC S
AWA D
Apply the Trends of Company Living
and Furnification to a Kitchen Food
Preparation Appliance and evolve it into
a product suitable for the broader home
environment.

PRESENTED BY
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MATTHEW SHEPHERD
EKO KITCHEN

Matthew Shepherd’s research into recycling food waste led him to create a
stand-alone butchers block/kitchin unit that would have all the recycling bins
and a place to store the Waste Wrappers, whilst de-cluttering the kitchen by
centralising all the bins.

Materials, Manufacture, Costs
European Beech, Kiln Dried.
Constructed but hand
Beech dowels
Powder Coated Stainless Steel Box
Section 25mm x 25mm (2mm wall) 304
Cut and TIG welded

100% recycled rPET
CMT Production

Injection moulded Polypropylene (PP-H),
RAL 9003 (Signal White), Mat finish out side
& gloss finish inside

Ball Bearing Push to Open Soft
Close Drawer Runner Ext 100%

KENWOOD APPLIANCES AWARD

All sheet metal
5251 H22 - Aluminium Sheet 2mm thickness
V-bent and powder coated

Injection Moulded Polypropylene (PP-H),
RAL 9011 (Graphite Black), Mat finish out
side & gloss finish inside

JUDGES COMMENT
Matthew’s EKO Kitchen Presentation
stood out as it showed great process and
thought. Due to this, the idea was realistic
and showed commercial potential. His
accompanying video described the concept

and showed how it is possible to prototype
and communicate a solution well with limited
materials in the recent Lockdown climate.
Congratulations!

Manufacturing costs
Bin Moulds - £8000 *3
PP-H for 500 sets of bins - £350
Running costs - £45/hr

Sheet Aluminium 500 - £32,500
V-bending + Cutting + powder
coating - £45/hr

Steel frame for 500 - £34,200
Powder coating + TIG welding - £35/hr

European Beech wood 500 - £31,000
Wood work construction - £25/hr

rPET per 500 - £225
Machining running costs - £40/hr
Drawer runners per 500 - £20,000

Waste Wrapper Subscription
Shipping - £3
Wrappers per 20 - £7.50
Packaging - £1

Per unit material costs - £236

Edinburgh Napier University
Product Design
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JOSEPH JOSEPH - BRILLIANTLY USEFUL DESIGN AWARD

J SEPH J EPH
ILLIANTLY EF L
E IGN AWA
Design a product with the Joseph Joseph
principles of innovation and functionality
at its core.

PRESENTED BY
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ALEX D'SOUZA

Viu is a webcam that offers a completely new way to
communicate over online video, transforming any flat physical
surface into a shareable platform.

VIU

Viu is a webcam that offers a completely new way to communicate over
online video, transforming any flat physical surface into a shareable platform.
The webcam utilises image geometry correction to warp flat surfaces in
view to appear as if the camera is placed directly above the surface, all in
an aesthetically pleasing yet highly compact form that will fit under most
computer monitors. The all-in-one solution fits seamlessly into users existing
work-from-home setup, transforming their online communication capabilities.

App Design
A desktop app was developed to run in companion to the product. The app performs a number of functions that
help the Viu function. It is initially used in the setup, connecting Viu to the local wifi network, allowing the video
stream to connect to the device. It is then used to plug-in to the relevant commuication services such as Zoom,
something it does automatically. The device parameters can then be set in the app, with controls for warp level,
rotation, colour temperature, and exposure. There is also a help page with basic instructions on use.
The app is downloaded from the Viu website, a link to which is provided on the packaging.

Packaging

JOSEPH JOSEPH - BRILLIANTLY USEFUL DESIGN AWARD

Viu comes in recycled card packaging, with a design that consists of
just three recycled card parts. This allows the product to remain secure
inside the packaging, yet reduce the environmental impact of the
packaging.

JUDGES COMMENT
Alex’s project identifies a clear problem and
solves it through a well-considered and
beautiful executed product.

The final design has been methodically
developed to a level which is both
manufacturable and shows strong
commercial potential.

Brunel University London
Product Design Engineering
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FORD DESIGN AWARD

ODD
You’re going on a long journey; your
autonomous vehicle has come to pick
you up. How would you create the
interior to be interesting, comfortable
and engaging for the human whilst
being taken to their destination?

D
W
N
PRESENTED BY
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CALUM GAMBRILL

User interface:

ACCESSIBLE & INCLUSIVE TAXI
Embark is an autonomous taxi service designed for people who have mobility
impairments. It achieves this through an app that delivers an accessible
autonomous vehicle to the selected location and takes the user to their
desired location.
User story:

Touchpoints:

FORD DESIGN AWARD

Touchpoints:

JUDGES COMMENT
The real human rights insights identified by
Calum made his entry a standout for us, as
‘Embark’ embraces human-centred design.
He also identified an opportunity area for

autonomous vehicles, which seems a great
match for the needs he defined, illustrating
the incredible scope for change this
technology can provide.

Ravensbourne University London
Product & Industrial Design
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CAMBRIDGE CONSULTANTS BREAKTHROUGH DESIGN AWARD

CAM RID CO S LTA TS
R AKT RO
D S A ARD
Cambridge Consultants’ offered an open
call to all Product, Industrial & Spatial
Design students.

PRESENTED BY
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ALICE MCCUTCHEON

IMPROVING THE MANAGEMENT
OF ADDISON’S DISEASE

CAMBRIDGE CONSULTANTS BREAKTHROUGH DESIGN AWARD

Corti is a cortisol pump which imprves the medication management,
independence and quality of life of individuals suffering from Addison’s
disease. It is designed to support those needing to manage daily medication
doses on the go and offers the user microneedle technology for reduced
bruising, infection & pain alongside being hypoallergenic, durable &
made from waterproof silicone adhesive. The Corti app supports user
independence by providing reminders, alerts, cortisol curve input and
symptom tracking.

JUDGES COMMENT
Cambridge Consultants awards our
“Excellence in Breaktrough Design” Award
to Alice McCutcheon for her patch pump
design Corti.
We were particularly impressed by the depth
of the usability research and critical thinking

that went into the creation of Corti.
The design is sophisticated and well
executed, we could clearly see the effort
put in to make this a plausible solution to
the project brief. Although the final design
is simple and clean, the attention to detail
is outstanding, well done!

Loughborough University
Industrial Design & Technology
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THE BELMOND AWARD

D
R
A
W
A
D
N
O
M
L
B
TH
Afloat in France is about to complete
an exciting renovation in 2021, Belmond
aspire to provide their updated interiors
with unique, crafted designs that have a
genuine and innovative quality. Create
any object of desire fit for one or all of
Belmond’s barges based in France.

PRESENTED BY
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GILES FEARON

NATURALISTIC MINDFULNESS

THE BELMOND AWARD

The aim of this project is for the user/interactor to enjoy the naturalistic elements
and pause, thus giving a sense of mindfulness. The objects fundamentals relate to
the calming presence of nature and its positive attributes and can be displayed
in both singular and grouped collections to provide serenity in a multitude of
spaces on a Belmond Barge.

JUDGES COMMENT
Giles’ stunning glass sculpture is a fascinating
piece of work that showcases a well-thoughtout combination of art & craft, mindfulness
and the use of glass materials. The breathing

technique used to create the product is
conducive to the idea of slow travel – where
we take the time to focus on ourselves and
cherish every moment of the journey.

Manchester Metropolitan University
3D Design
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DCA PACKAGING FUTURES AWARD

A PA AGING
T E AWA
Design a new FMCG product/packaging
system to help shift consumer behaviours
to a more sustainable future.

PRESENTED BY
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SAMANTHA TUNG

REVERSE – A PACKAGE-FREE
GROCERY DELIVERY SERVICE

DCA PACKAGING FUTURES AWARD

Reverse is a plastic-free grocery delivery service for time-starved parents and
young professionals who want to reduce their plastic usage but have limited
time to engage with conventional options and want value for money. The allin-one service is designed to maximise customer’s convenience, product
types and efficiency and the reusable containers keep food fresh for longer,
with trackers on them to enable a scalable system.

JUDGES COMMENT
Combining smart, universal containers
with a dedicated delivery vehicle we were
impressed by Samantha’s strong thinking

and well-presented story of her sustainable
vision, for a package-free grocery delivery
service.

Loughborough University
User Centred Design
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DESIGNER OF THE FUTURE AWARD

O
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N
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D
N
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N
O
I
T
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D I N O
TH UTU
W D
Retail success is founded on an
understanding of production design and
the ability to produce consistent quality
items in volume and at perceived value.
Present an idea that has viable commercial
potential.

PRESENTED BY
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CAMERON ROWLEY
ONE STEP LADDER

The One Step Ladder was born out of an obervation that when using step
stools and ladders around the house it is usually for a brief moment and with
only one step. This object aims to facilitate that behaviour while maintaining a
small footprint. Intended as a domestic tool, the ladder borrows features from
utilitarian objects such as gardening implements.

Indented as a domestic tool,
the ladder borrows features
from utilitarian objects such as
gardening implements.
It is for use around the house;
retrieving items from tall kitchen
cabinets or dusting cobwebs
from the ceiling.
The extended handle provides
confidence while up on the step.
It also means the user does not
have to stoop down to move it
around, like a traditional step
stool.

One Step Ladder
Cameron Rowley - 2021

The main body of the ladder is a single piece of
steam bent ash, riveted at the neck to prevent any
splitting. This technique is used in shovel handle
construction and can be achieved with a simple jig.
The handle is inspired by canoe paddles and is
made using the same construction techniques.
The neck is tapered slightly from the rivet, up to the
handle. This taper, as well as the round-over on the
outside edges, and the profile of the handle, is done
using jigs on a router table.

The One Step Ladder was born out of an observation that
when using step stools and ladders around the house it is
usually for a brief moment and with only one step. This object
aims to facilitate that behavior while maintaining a small
footprint.

While emphasis was put heavily
on function, the object’s down
time was also considered. It
rests against a wall on its small
wooden peg.

DESIGNER OF THE FUTURE AWARD

In this state it functions as a
display piece however being
stored in the open means it’s
always at hand for a quick leg
up.

The rung is held in place by the spring back of
the steam bend. There are no fixings or glue,
allowing it to swivel slightly during use, and
fold flat when being stored. The rung can be
turned like an axe handle or milled on a CNC.

JUDGES COMMENT
Terence Conran always voiced a philosophy
of good design being ‘plain, simple, useful’
This is a good solution to a frequent

challenge, its purpose is easy to see and
understand. Elegantly executed, it also serves
as great looking product

The foot is moulded white rubber, made
to fit a standard domino hole. It is pinned
in place by a fluted dowel and uses no
adhesives. This means that like the rung, it
is easily replaceable.

The rung is held in place by the spring back of
the steam bend. There are no fixings or glue,
allowing it to swivel slightly during use, and
fold flat when being stored. The rung can be
turned like an axe handle or milled on a CNC.

The foot is moulded white rubber, made
to fit a standard domino hole. It is pinned
in place by a fluted dowel and uses no
adhesives. This means that like the rung, it
is easily replaceable.

Kingston University
Product and Furniture Design
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ANGLEPOISE ABANDON DARKNESS AWARD

A L POIS
A A DO DARK SS
A ARD
Given a blank sheet of paper, where
would you take the humble task light?
Design a task light that creates an
environment for deep, productive
work and supports wellbeing.

PRESENTED BY
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I

BILLY- JO PIERCE

INHABITED TASK LIGHT

ANGLEPOISE ABANDON DARKNESS AWARD

Inhabited is a lamp centred around reducing the amount of costly waste
burdening our landfills and oceans. It is a passion project - a practical,
pleasing design solution made using waste materials. Billy-Jo Pierce’s goal
is for customers to choose their form of waste: such as lint, plastic, paper,
dried flowers, wax etc. for their own lamp, as the materials they choose will
create a more personal connection with it and highlight the importance of
respecting the world around us.

JUDGES COMMENT
Billy-Jo showed great resourcefulness,
with interesting explorations into material
development using household waste.

The concept itself then invites the user
into the design and manufacture process
delivering an exciting and sustainable solution.

The University of the West of England, Bristol
Interior Design
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THE JOHN LEWIS & PARTNERS AWARD FOR DESIGN AND INNOVATION: WEEK 2 DISCIPLINES

H JOHN WI
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N
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W K DI CI IN
Our homes and how we live have changed
dramatically in recent years, we are looking
to recognise standout Products, Furniture
and Spaces that react to these changes in
a creative, innovate way.

PRESENTED BY
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ELLIE
PERRY
TERRACOOLER

water fl

THE JOHN LEWIS & PARTNERS AWARD FOR DESIGN AND INNOVATION: WEEK 2 DISCIPLINES

Taking influence from the Zeer Pot, an ancient method of cooling that
dates back to 3000BC, the Terracooler is a food storage system designed
to replace the need for a fridge. The pots are slip cast with a double wall,
allowing the user to pour water through the spouts into the body.
The porosity of Terracotta draws the water out and with it, the heat
from the inner pot. This process can keep the pots at a constant 6
degrees celcius. An electricity-free, modern take on an age old tradition.

JUDGES COMMENT
We would like to award Ellie Perry and
her Terra-cooler the John Lewis award. It
was a great response to the briefs and we
particularly loved how she referenced a

traditional technique and reinterpreted it into
Terracooler consists of three
go up in size
a product fit for the future. It was acomponents
greatthatuse
according to the food stored;
vegetables, fruit and dairy.
of material and overall a lovely object
to have
in a modern and sustainable home.

Kingston University
Product and Furniture Design
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THE HABITAT FUTURE DESIGN AWARD: FURNITURE, PRODUCT, INDUSTRIAL & SPATIAL DESIGN

THE HA ITAT
:
F T E E IGN AWA
F NIT E P
T

IN

T IAL AN PATIAL
E IGN

Habitat believes in beautiful design that is
functional, good quality and sustainable.
The brief invited designs that could sit
alongside their curated collection of
product and furniture.

PRESENTED BY
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SOPHIE HICKMAN
ALEGRA

THE HABITAT FUTURE DESIGN AWARD: FURNITURE, PRODUCT, INDUSTRIAL & SPATIAL DESIGN

Alegra is a plywood moulded wall shelf, which utilises colour to enhance
people’s mood and mental health.

SOPHIE HICKMAN

The shelf features interchangeable opaque and transparent coloured acrylic
sliding doors which overlap and merge together to create different shades
of colour. The combination of transparent and opaque acrylic provides privacy
in some areas, whilst also allowing parts of the shelf to be exposed.
CONCEPT OVERVIEW
CONCEPT OVERVIEW
Alegra is a plywood moulded
wall shelf, which utilises colour
to enhance people’s mood and
mental health. The shelf features
interchangeable
opaque
and
transparent
coloured
acrylic
sliding doors which overlap
and merge together to create
different shades of colour.
The combination of transparent
and opaque acrylic provides
privacy in some areas, whilst
also allowing parts of the shelf
to be exposed. Alegra also offers
the option of several different
coloured
doors
to
choose
from, as well as the choice of
four veneers - providing the
consumer with the opportunity
to vary the colour options to suit
their mood and environment.

JUDGES COMMENT
Sophie’s work explored use of tactile organic
forms using curved plywood to create her
elegant pill shaped shelves. Her use of colour
combinations explored how colour can
change the mood of the user and how stress

and clutter can affect the mood in the home.
We loved how the project engaged us into
looking at what the potential could look like
across a range of furniture for both Adults
and Habitat Kids. Well done Sophie!

Alegra is a plywood moulded
wall shelf, which utilises colour
to enhance people’s mood and
mental health. The shelf features
interchangeable
opaque
and
transparent
coloured
acrylic
sliding doors which overlap
and merge together to create
different shades of colour.
The combination of transparent
and opaque acrylic provides
privacy in some areas, whilst
also allowing parts of the shelf
to be exposed. Alegra also offers
the option of several different
coloured
doors
to
choose
from, as well as the choice of
four veneers - providing the
consumer with the opportunity
to vary the colour options to suit
their mood and environment.

ALEGRA
BRINGING JOY TO YOUR HOME

Birmingham City University
Product and Furniture Design
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COLOUR IN DESIGN AWARD: WEEK 2 DISCIPLINES

COLOU IN D SIGN
AWA D: 		
W K 2 DISCIPLIN S
Present work of an outstanding and
original nature where colour features as a
fundamental element of the design which
contributes significantly to its success and
has a positive effect on the user and the
environment.

PRESENTED BY
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PHOEBE LEWIS

SEAWEED - A NEW INK

COLOUR IN DESIGN AWARD: WEEK 2 DISCIPLINES

This project investigates the material potential of seaweed, in particular its
pigments. It explored how these products can be integrated into society to
support the stability of coastal communities. This collection aims to evoke the
memories of visiting the coast, through the packaging experience, the quality
of the product within, and, the story behind it. It utilises both raw seaweed and
its waste products to provide a colour palette like no other.

JUDGES COMMENT
Phoebe’s coloured inks made from
farmed seaweed aim to revive coastal
communities and reduce environmental
impact. Her outstanding submission won
unanimous approval from the judges.

Northumbria University
Design for Industry
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HALLMARK AWARD: WEEK 2 DISCIPLINES

ALLMARK A ARD:
K1
DISCIPLI S
Shift perceptions of the category
‘Greetings’, explore new thoughts and
concepts for a future vision for Hallmark,
be creative, find innovative and clever ways
for the art of giving, pushing our products
by reinventing the folded paper message.

PRESENTED BY
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ASHLEIGH BLADES
JOURNEYS

Hallmark New DesigNers awarD submissioN
applyiNg for tHe memory-makiNg tHeme

Asheligh Blades’ entire portfolio of work uses colour to create friendly
relatable illustrations, along with a high use of shape and space to get the
viewer involved in the drawing and prompt their own reflection of the past
and present. This is Ashleigh’s way of promoting the idea of stopping and
thinking in a rushed society where no one takes the time to stop anymore.

tHis piece

tH
was crea teD as a respoNse to my first summer

fo

re

tra velliNg aloNe

of

part of tHe DesigN iNcluDes
: a girltosittiNg
oN atHis
braNcH
(tHe persoN
memory
it is) 3 builDiNgs from tHe experieNce aND a botaNical garDeN wHicH was tHe
i waNt
propose
proDuct
as awHose
mock
-up greetiNg
tH
maiN part of my tra vels. tHis caN be iNtercHaNgable witH specific builDiNgs to represeNt DiffereNt cities, or eveN assets like cHristmas trees aND preseNt for tHe
ex
carD/ gift tHa t coulD be customisable aND proDuceD iN
HoliDa y seasoN.
of
maNy DiffereNt colours aND styles. tHe maiN aspect is tHe

use of la yereD paper to crea te a tHree DimeNsioNal worlD iN
wHicH memories caN be storeD.

part of tHe DesigN iNcluDes: a girl sittiNg oN a braNcH (tHe persoN wHose memory it is) 3 builDiNgs from tHe experieNce aND a botaNical garDeN wHicH was tHe
maiN part of my tra vels. tHis caN be iNtercHaNgable witH specific builDiNgs to represeNt DiffereNt cities, or eveN assets like cHristmas trees aND preseNt for tHe
HoliDa y seasoN.

HALLMARK AWARD: WEEK 2 DISCIPLINES

tHe proDuct is formeD from la yers of coloureD paper (tHa t caN be eco frieNDly aND recycleD) tHa t Ha ve beeN cut out iN iNcreasiNgly larger Holes, Ha viNg ‘braNcHes’ across tHe Holes to represeNt tHe pa tHs tra velleD. tHe paper is tHeN glueD togetHer iNto a coNcertiNa sHape, by DoiNg tHis you caN Ha ve as maNy or as little
pages aND you waNt to crea te Deep aND meNiNgful memory books.
tHe book coulD be preseNteD iN a bespoke box to be cHrisHeD iNsiDe tHe box but also as a DecoratioN aND gift tHa t caN be outwarD faciNg- like buyiNg a greetNgs
carD tHa t tHe recipieNt caN cHerisH for years.

tHe proDuct is formeD from la yers of coloureD paper (tHa t caN be eco frieNDly aND recycleD) tHa t Ha ve beeN cut out i
es’ across tHe Holes to represeNt tHe pa tHs tra velleD. tHe paper is tHeN glueD togetHer iNto a coNcertiNa sHape, by DoiN
pages aND you waNt to crea te Deep aND meNiNgful memory books.
tHe book coulD be preseNteD iN a bespoke box to be cHrisHeD iNsiDe tHe box but also as a DecoratioN aND gift tHa t caN
carD tHa t tHe recipieNt caN cHerisH for years.

JUDGES COMMENT
We loved the paper world Ashleigh created
as a means to store and narrate memories
and personal experiences. Her evocative

illustration and intricate three-dimensional tHe colours i cHose were specific to my persoNal prefereNce as tHis moDel was maDe
storytelling demonstrated a delightful and for my owN jourNey, However colours coulD be cHaNgeD to DiffereNt graDieNts to
represeNt seasoNs aND tHemes, or ma ybe cHaNgeD up to beiNg oNe colour of a raiNbow
lyrical response to our brief.
of colours DepeNDiNg oN tHe iNteNDeD DesigN.

Manchester Metropolitan University
Illustration with Animation
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This brief provided an opportunity for
designers to use their skills and talents
as a creative thinker to build or build on
a project that will have a positive impact
on our environment and provides solutions
that educate, inspire, excite and encourage
new behaviours.
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stations.

DOMINIK
BONDICOV
THE GREEN RESET PROJECT

The Street Lamp

A lamp fixture that has a built-in spectral pollution warning system. The d

The mobile app features
live

data

from

collected from the measuring stations nearby. It uses moss around its po

the

purify the air. It has a built-in irrigation system.

measuring network. It

provides
a list of
the
The Urban
Mountain

The Urban Mountain is alocations
parametric seating installation. It is made out of interconnected 3D printed segments mimicking the
measuring

Voronoi pattern. The surface underneath is completely covered with moss. It has a carbon absorption ratio of 400 average trees.

and

The Green Reset Project aims to bring the 51 billion tons of greenhouse gas
emissions that currently are released into the atmosphere annually, down to
zero. This project brings a new approach to emissions reduction by capturing
carbon at the source. It is changing its structure and storing it efficiently while
creating value from it. If a project like this is scaled to a certain degree, it
could solve our global emissions problem within a decade.

an

interactive

map that shows the
severity of pollution in

the viewed location by
using different colors
for pollution intensity.
8|

The Square Panel

The square panel purifyer uses the existing street light
infrastructure for rapid deployment. The panel is modular and it
interlocks with other panels without additional hardware.

SINGLE CLIP
ELBOW

FILTER FOAM
PATCH

|9
|9

DOUBLE CLIP
ELBOW

MOSS PATCH

HOLDING NET

PIPE EXTRUSION
SINGLE STAND
ELBOW
PIPE EXTRUSION

HEIGHT DIVIDER
STAND AND CLIP
ELBOW
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above average

10 |

average

| 11

concerning

The Room
Divider
It purifies the air in interior
spaces. It uses friction slotting

puzzle-like slots to ensure high

strength and rigidity without the
use of additional hardware. The
built-in irrigation system makes

sure that the moss is hydrated.
The Room Divider will act as a

noise suppressor, air purifier

JUDGES COMMENT
Dominik’s project was chosen for its potential
impact on the environment. It is not enough
for us to look at sustainable models. Carbon
capture and regenerative practices are vital
for our survival as a species. Dominik’s design

and it will cool the surrounding
air.

was well researched, with prototypes and
tangible outcomes. Plus a massive shout out
for his ability to collaborate with industry
experts and business’ within this sector.

FILTER FOAM
PATCH
FRONT/BACK
COVER

CLIP
MOSS PATCH

Birmingham City University
Product and Furniture Design
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This brief provided an opportunity for
designers to use their skills and talents
as a creative thinker to build or build
on a project that will improve society
for the better, including solutions and
provocations that will call people to
action and can lead to genuine impact.
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LLOYD
POTTER
BYAS

CREATIVE CONSCIENCE SOCIAL IMPACT DESIGN AWARD

BAME males are the worst affected from internal discrimination, being 81%
more likely to be sent to prison for an offence than white males. BYAS is an
augmented reality system for judge and jury during a trial. The headset utilises
body tracking technology and projects gender neutral avatars over the top of
the participants involved in the trail, thus removing any preconceived beliefs
about the individuals. AI adjusts the frequency of voices to a gender neutral
tone, and gender specific pronouns are replaced by neutral alternatives. With
this system in place, we can be confident that the way we treat people in the
criminal justice system is entirely equal and individuals will receive a fairer trial.

JUDGES COMMENT
Lloyd’s project was chosen for its potential
impact on society. To look at transforming
the criminal justice system is a unique,
brave and ambitious act of radical reform
- we believe we need brave, radical
design thinking to positively change our

world. Congratulations Lloyd for thinking
big, building this idea in just 10 days and
questioning the way to look at the world.
Why does this matter social justice and the
environmental challenges we face are linked.

Loughborough University
Industrial Design & Technology
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